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Swell of new faculty
shows hiring edge
University capitalizes
as fewer colleges hire
by melissa miller
Hatchet Reporter

jordan emont | assistant photo editor

Top: Scip Barnhart recalls three decades of printmaking and drawing inside his West End apartment, where he lives next door to
students. Left: Towers of books line the foyer of Barnhart's apartment. Right: His passions include printmaking and baseball.

The University's relatively stable financial footing coming out of
the recession allowed it to invest in
more professor hires this year as its
national counterparts were forced to
slow down faculty expansion, top
leaders said.
While many public and some
private colleges face budget shortfalls and have been forced to rein in
hiring, GW added 96 new professors
this fall, up from 76 at this time last
year. Its total number of full-time
faculty has increased 10 percent over
the last five years.
As a private university, GW
has been shielded from budget cuts
plaguing its public counterparts like
University of California-Berkeley and
at University of Florida. Even private
Ivy League schools like Cornell and
Brown universities instituted temporary hiring freezes right after the
recession, according to U.S. News &
World Report.
The hiring spree has given GW an
edge in bringing top-notch candidates
to the school, Vice Provost for Faculty
Affairs Dianne Martin said. “We have
been able to continue to hire when
other peer universities have had hiring freezes,” Martin said.

GW’s executive vice president
and treasurer Lou Katz said as public schools struggled to stay afloat
during the recession without government funds, the University made
the decision to “invest in ourselves,”
recognizing what he called a stellar
hiring market.
The University’s endowment
fell 17 percent in 2008, beating out
the average drop of 23 percent
among universities that year. Northwestern University, a competitor,
cut back on hiring after its endowment plummeted in 2009, according
to The Daily Northwestern.
Because the recruitment of professors takes months or years, Katz said
now is the time for GW to see fruit
from its outlay, getting its “first picks”
all around for new professors.
Ccreating faculty openings and
offering competitive starting salaries
is the smartest move a financially
stable university could make in bad
economic times, said Saranna Thornton, a labor economist at HampdenSydney College and author of the
American Association of University
Professors’ annual report.
“Think about the top Ph.D. coming out of graduate school right now,
out of Harvard, Stanford and University of Chicago. It used to be they
would go to other top schools for their
first professor jobs. Now there’s not as
many of those jobs open, so schools
that appear lower, like GW have an
See HIRING: Page 9

Evicted: After three decades,
GW sues 66-year-old to leave

by matthew kwiecinski
Metro News Editor
Scip Barnhart’s eighth floor corner
room is filled with paintings, sculptures and drawings from all over the
world. Hundreds of books, some of
them first-generation and in different
languages, line his shelves, alongside
decades-old vinyl records, pressed together in worn-down covers.
The art teacher, 66, will soon
have to start boxing up the onebedroom, one-bathroom apartment
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in The West End that he has called
home since 1981.
GW is suing him to leave.
“My room is my studio, I work
here,” Barnhart said, glancing at the
drawing table and filing drawers
that dominate nearly half of his living
room. “In general, it has been wonderful to be here.”

Barnhart is one of 15 non-students who live in University housing
– tenants who were grandfathered
in after GW [purchased] old apartment complexes to turn into residence halls. He was asked to vacate
his West End, which GW bought in
1999, as it prepares to build the massive residence hall commonly called
the “superdorm.”
The Board of Trustees has allocated $2.5 million to design the project,
See WEST END: Page 9

jordan emont | assistant photo editor

Daniel DeWispelare, assistant professor of English, is one of 96 new professors at
GW this year. The University hiring burst has come as other colleges rein in hiring.

Welcome Week adds academic twist
by cory weinberg and
chloe sorvino
News Editors

AShley lucas | contriuting PHOTO editor

University President Steven Knapp introduces the newly designed logos Sunday, bowing
his head so to avoid blocking the view of the more than 700 students in the crowd.

New logo met
with hesitation
Across campus, 122
students weighed in
on the University's new
logo.
The University inaugurated its new

by gw hatchet
Reporters

logo Sunday, revealing it for the first
time in a overcrowded room of administrators and students – mainly freshmen.
Three versions of the new logo
splashed across a screen at the official
launch, which drew more than 700
See LOGO: Page 9
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Welcome Week will tip the balance from a typically entertainmentoriented event lineup toward hitting
the books, reflecting the University’s
intensifying desire to become a more
academically minded institution.
The subtle twist in programming
for students’ first week back on campus comes after GW’s highest academic leader, Provost Steven Lerman,
also became head of student life operations last spring.
“I had a sense that perhaps the
pendulum had swung a little too far
on the, ‘Let’s all get excited and think
of this as a great entertainment opportunity,’” Lerman said.
Academic programs – including a workshop on surviving the
college workload, four events revolving around summer reading,
a sustainability open house and a
professor series called Last Lecture
– have all made their way onto the
Welcome Week calendar. The author
of this summer’s freshman book,
“War,” will speak Sept. 5, squeezed
between annual events like Target
Takeover, a hypnotist show, movie
screenings and Fall Fest.
Lerman said the more balanced
schedule falls in line with the plan to
prioritize intellectualism.
When Lerman was hired away
from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 2010, University President Steven Knapp said he would
take the lead in meshing academics
with student life.

Hatchet file photo by ashley lucas | contributing photo editor

Provost Steven Lerman discusses plans for the strategic plan, which will lay out
research and classroom goals for the next decade, at a town hall in May.

“It’s a part of a much larger picture,” Lerman said. “Of course, just
telling more people about it doesn’t
in and of itself improve the quality of
education. You actually have to improve the quality of education and
research, and that’s really where the
big investments are.”
“We haven’t radically transformed
[Welcome Week], but I think we are
trying to,” Lerman said.
Under former University President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, GW
appealed to students by building up
the student life experience with bigger and better residence halls, splashy
campus-wide programs like Colonial

Inauguration and a Welcome Week
full of freebies.
It worked. Applications rose 35
percent from 2001 to 2011.
Before student life offices began
answering to the provost this spring,
they reported to Robert Chernak – the
former senior vice provost and senior
vice president for Student and Academic Support Services – who alongside Trachtenberg helped quash GW’s
reputation as a commuter school.
In his 24 years at GW, Chernak became the institution’s face of student
life – until he retired in June.
See PROVOST: Page 9
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IN Brief

Kappa Delta to begin
recruiting in late October
Kappa Delta will return to campus
after nearly 50 years and recruit its first
pledge class more than two weeks after
the other 10 sororities pick new members.
The new sorority will hold recruitment
from Oct. 25 to Oct. 29, after the campuswide recruitment starts Oct. 5. Kappa Delta will begin holding open house events
that same weekend.
It hopes to fill its chapter by spring.
New chapters can bring on at most 147
new members in their first year, matching the average chapter size at GW.
Kappa Delta will join a Panhellenic
community of more than 1,450 women,
which has more than doubled in the last
decade.
Representatives from the University
of Maryland will stand in as recruitment
staff to offer information at the Panhellenic Association table.
Valerie Berg, vice president of recruitment for the Panhellenic Association, said
women going through Kappa Delta’s
separate recruitment would not be guaranteed a bid – which she called a common
misconception in past years.

–Kierran Petersen

100 incoming freshmen
pull out of GW
The number of freshmen who submitted deposits to the University but chose
not to attend remained steady for the third
straight year, the head of the Office of Undergraduate Admissions said Friday.
About 100 freshmen – about 20 more
than last year’s summer dropoff rate –
chose to pull out of GW this summer, forfeiting their $800 deposits.
“[Their reasoning] could be financial; it
could be that they got off the waitlist somewhere else; it could be that they put in three
deposits all at the same time and couldn’t
make up their mind; it could be something
personal within their family. There are so
many reasons, and you hear them all,” Executive Director of Undergraduate Admissions Kathryn Napper said.
The Class of 2016 will total 2,400 students – slightly larger than last year’s
2,270-student class, Napper said.
Last year, full-time students came in
just 159 students under the city’s enrollment cap. Napper said this year ’s total would also fall under the permitted
number.

–Kierran Petersen

Ashley Lucas | contributing photo editor

Ricky Zhu, a sophomore volunteer, helps new students move into the University’s largest freshman residence hall Saturday. University President
Steven Knapp and his wife, Diane, also pitched in on move-in day, helping families of incoming freshmen carry bags up the hall’s nine floors.
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Foggy Bottom moves back in

Leaving behind 31 years in West End

Video

Students hauled their belongings into
residence halls over the weekend.

Scip Barnhart, 66, has lived in West End
for three decades. GW is suing him to leave.

The University rolls out its new logo
after two years in the making.
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Student Performance Showcase
Watch top dance troupes,
improvisation groups and a capella
singers in their first performance
of the year.
Lisner Auditorium • 7 p.m.

Tuesday
University Services and
Student Organization Fair
Find your place on campus by checking
out more than 500 campus groups at
the annual student organization fair.
University Yard • 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

28

Rebranding GW

Wednesday

29

Tom DeLuca’s hypnotism show

Target Takeover

Watch a nationally renowned hypnotist
place audience members into trances
at the biggest comedy event of
Welcome Week.
Dorothy Betts Marvin Theatre • 9 p.m.

Stock up on last-minute dorm essentials with hundreds
of other students for this GW-exclusive Target trip.
Busses will pick up from Kogan Plaza, Thurston
Hall and the Mount Vernon Campus Quad
• 10:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
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Spending guidelines tighten for house staff
by chloe sorvino and
sarah ferris
News Editors
The Center for Student
Engagement is asking its
staff to make every penny
count and cut unneeded expenses.
Tim Miller, who leads the
newly created student life
office, told house staff and
community directors to ditch
informal weekly gatherings
that use cookie dough or
Domino’s pizza to lure students out of their rooms.
“[A house staff member’s] weekly thing can’t just
be making a dozen cookies
for their residents,” Miller
said. “It’s not a worthwhile
expenditure.”
Instead, Miller said he
wants to see larger scale, less
frequent events that bring
together several floors and
start conversations about
dealing with stress, finding internships or studying
abroad, a desire that reflects
a University-wide effort

to better support students’
transitions in college.
House staff members –
CSE’s hands on the ground in
residence halls – are required
to spend about 10 hours a
week in their buildings with
students, time that Miller
said sometimes includes using baked goods or pizza to
create conversations.
Miller said the office
will continue the same
funding for house staff’s
programming budgets – the
total of which CSE does not
disclose.
One house staff member,
speaking under the condition
of anonymity because house
staffers are not authorized to
speak to the media, said students will continue to expect
free food from their house
staff members, who might
in turn feel compelled to buy
snacks with their own cash.
The student expressed
concern that house staff
could not pull off events
without being able to attract
students with free food.

“Unfortunately, not everyone will go out and buy
cookie dough. I know I
won’t have pocket money all
the time, but I will do what I
can,” the staffer said.
The live-in student leaders have full reins on planning events using their annual programming budget,
and Miller said his team cannot feasibly check each and
every staff purchase.
And Miller said he agreed
there are certain times, like
during the beginning of the
year, when it is more difficult
to grab students’ attention,
and sometimes offering free
food can be a draw-in for
cash-strapped students.
“I’m happy to spend
money if it’s going to be good
for the students,” Miller said.
“We will never base a decision solely on money – it will
always be about the philosophy of what we’re trying to
do and the purpose of what
we’re trying to accomplish.”
Acknowledging
that
house staff will face a chal-

Hatchet File photo

Then junior house proctor, Felipe Zambrano, hosts a holiday dinner
for his Thurston residents last year. House staff members have been
asked not to host events that center around free food this year.

lenge planning events without giving away food, Miller
said he is intentionally giving
them “a broad directive with
no specifics of what to do and
what not to do” so they can
be more creative and cater to
their students’ needs.

He added that CSE
would also scrap “event
quotas,” which had been in
place in some halls requiring house staff to host one or
two events each week. Miller
said the policy too often led
to “three-person events on

three different floors at the
same time in Thurston that
each cost $30 or $40.”
Each month, the center's
staffers, who focus on students according to class years,
will cater programming based
on specific areas: transitions,
personal development, community building, residential
experience, co-curricular engagement and leadership development.
Teams for upperclassmen,
for example, have planned
events that take on personal development through
MCAT, LSAT and GRE test
prep workshops and a life
skills series on buying insurance, taking out and paying
off student loans, renting or
owning houses and preparing for retirement.
For the remaining 30
percent of programs, the office will rely on house staff
as its eyes and ears to identify where students need
guidance.
–Kulsoom Jafri
contributed to this report.

Sharing business dreams (and a kitchen)
by cory weinberg
Campus News Editor
A metal placard will hang
on the fourth floor of the 1959
E St. residence hall this year,
with a message for visitors of
the aspiring entrepreneurs living there: “You’re all going to
be working for us one day.”
Twenty-two
students
moved into the University’s
first living community for
entrepreneurs this weekend,
unpacking boxes to live with
peers who will help them
formulate business ideas.
They will spend the
year in entrepreneurial boot
camp, perfecting pitch techniques and mingling with
local startup managers and
venture capitalists to make
their floor a social scene and
a business classroom.
“One thing we’re trying
to push really hard is building a community of people
who trust each other and can
tell each other whether an
idea is receptive,” said Trever Faden, an information systems technology major who
created the affinity housing

group. “That honesty determines whether it’s a feasible
idea and creates business.”
The University is adding
offerings for entrepreneurs
at a time when top schools
funnel millions of dollars
into student startups. But
the affinity housing group,
alongside other initiatives,
could kindle the culture of
entrepreneurship at GW, Director of the Office of Entrepreneurship Jim Chung said.
And through floor parties and brainstorming sessions, the group hopes to
create a sounding board to
shape their own startups.
Faden already runs his
own business, a cost-saving
startup called Dogfish Labs
that works with companies,
like the analytics group Callahan & Associates, to cut
excess spending. He said
he gains insight from D.C.’s
burgeoning
entrepreneurship scene, but added that his
classmates often “don’t know
about the opportunities available outside the school.”
“We have the ability to
force students to work to-

gether and create things that
they wouldn’t be able to do
if they just met once at a student organization,” Faden
said. He called the entrepreneurs who started companies like Amazon, Facebook and LivingSocial “pop
icons,” inspiring a new wave
of entrepreneurs inspired by
business successes and “The
Social Network.”
When Faden pitched
the entrepreneurship affinity housing option to GW
Housing Programs, he didn’t
think it would make the cut.
But an email blast advertising it to business and engineering students drew interest from 50 students.
The flood of inquiries
shows that more and more
students are looking to develop business acumens,
Chung said.
The two-year-old Office
of Entrepreneurship runs
programming like the annual business plan competition,
which saw its most entries
ever last year, and a “venture
pub” – a series of networking sessions that will launch

Political school pens growth plan
by cory weinberg
Campus News Editor
The Graduate School of
Political Management is counting on international expansion, a new curriculum and a
flurry of new hires as part of
a strategic plan to turn around
a school with slumping enrollment and what it calls a “skeletal” professor core.
Still in the draft process,
the five-year plan offers director Mark Kennedy's first
sketch of the school’s future
and points to program additions in countries like Brazil,
Belgium and China along with
U.S. state capitals by 2015,
hoping to reverse a steady decline in student interest.
“There isn’t any [other
school] doing the master’s
programs for Tallahassee
capital staffers or Sacramento
capital staffers. There’s no one
teaching international advocacy the way we can teach,”
Kennedy said. “We’re the natural [school] to explore both of
those, and if we don’t explore
both of those, we create a cavity that someone can fill [and]
that puts our core at risk.”
A driver for the programming expansion is the potential to win back student enrollment, which fell by 13 percent
this year. Thirty percent fewer
students enrolled in face-toface programs, according to an
internal document obtained
by The Hatchet. The school
counted 18 percent more students in its online courses.
A goal to add six full-time
faculty roles by 2015 would
double the number of full-time
professors at a school whose
faculty is made up almost entirely of adjuncts.
The plan is still undergoing budgetary approval.
Kennedy, a former Minnesota congressman, was hired
in January and is the school's
first permanent director since
July 2010. An 18-month search
for the new leader restarted in
February 2011 after professors
sniped about being shut out of
the vetting process.
The school’s focus on international growth also reflects the University-wide
strategic plan, set for release
this October.
Provost Steven Lerman,
who will ultimately approve
the plan but has the authority to reshape goals, said he
thought it created a bold vi-

Hatchet file photo

Mark Kennedy, director of the Graduate School of Political
Management, said the school will broaden its advocacy and campaign
focus to the state and international level and boost faculty hiring.

sion for the school and would
bolster academics.
A five-year plan would
be a significant investment,
he added. Dean Doug Guthrie's five-year plan for the
GW School of Business required a $9 million investment approved by the Board
of Trustees.
“In the bigger picture [the
plan] has innovative ideas for
growing GSPM and expanding its faculty in ways that are
financially sustainable and
increasing its impact on the
field, which will be good for
the program and good for the
University,” Lerman, the University’s academic chief, said.
The master's degree program in political management
also gets special attention in
the plan, which calls for doubling the amount of financial
aid and a curriculum overhaul
to jumpstart a program that
has lost 28 percent of its enrollment since 2007.
“Reasons for this could
include the high price of the
program with minimal financial aid, prolonged inaction
on long-standing student dissatisfaction with the program,
apolitical marketing focus and
perhaps growing disenchantment with politics as reflects
in the low approval ratings
of Congress,” according to a
draft of the plan.
It also recommends starting joint master's degrees with
the GW School of Business
and the GW Law School.
Kennedy said he would
also raise the bar of the “quality of the educational experience” at GSPM with a business school-like curriculum

The plan:
The next five years in
the applied politics
graduate school
2013: Seek foundation funding to add
case study courses, develop a course
on state politics, increase international administrative travel to establish
partnerships, add one new faculty
position, convert two professors to
full-time positions
2014: Develop joint degree programs
with the GW Law School and GW
School of Business, add director of
case study research, add one new
faculty position, bulk up research
2015: Launch first international
advocacy master's program, launch
program in state politics in two states,
add one new faculty position
2016 and 2017: Add two new states
in state politics master's program
Source: Graduate School of Political
Management Strategic Plan

that favors real-world studies
over typical lectures. He hope
to bring in directors and staff
assistants in 2014 to craft case
studies alongside professors.
David Rehr, who sits on
GSPM's advisory council,
said he supports a curriculum shift.
“The school is moving
away [from the idea that]
graduate students show up,
they get lectured to, they ask
questions, everyone leaves,”
he said. "Mark has emphasized to me when we talk
about the case method that
we want questions that force
the students to take what
they’ve learned to answer
real-world questions.” u

this fall to link students and
alumni at local restaurants.
While the affinity housing project grew as strictly a
student initiative, Chung said
the office would lend a hand
to help students get business
ideas off the ground.
“Starting a company is a
very tough thing to do, and
having that support network and having that kind
of environment is absolutely
critical,” Chung said. “What
we’re trying to do is build a
safe and friendly environment for the exploration of
entrepreneurship as a viable
career alternative for the students. The affinity housing is
a part of that.”
He added that the diversity of student interests, from science to engineering to business, will
fuse in 1959 E St. to help
students collaborate like
those at research and entrepreneurship powerhouses
like Stanford, University of
Michigan and University
of Maryland, which have
dedicated entire residence
halls and degree programs

Ashley Lucas | Contributing photo editor

Junior Trever Faden stands on the roof of his 1959 E St. residence hall,
where he started an entrepreneurship affinity housing group this fall.

to entrepreneurs.
The group is split between males and females and
includes one-third engineers
and two-thirds business students.
Affinity housing has
helped former residents at
University of WisconsinMadison create products
ranging from skateboard accessories to medical devices
since it began in 2008, John
Surdyk, associate director
of its entrepreneurship program.
“In many ways, it’s like

a launching point with these
students,” he said. “They’re
playing with these concepts
and building their professional networks, but it may
be a few years before they
go further.”
Faden said the living
community at GW will look
to cultivate that launching
point and inspire students to
grit through business failure.
“There’s never going to
be a class at the University
about how to be a hustler.
You have to know how to get
things done,” he said. u
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"[A house staff member's] weekly thing can't just be making a dozen cookies for their
residents. It's not a worthwhile expenditure."

–Tim Miller, Director of the Center for Student Engagement, on the role of house staff members
under a tighter budget.
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Twitter: A
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a curse

Staff Editorial

Lack of sophistication
in the new logo
The University spent two years
fine-tuning its logo in a rebranding
campaign that culminated Sunday
evening with an unveiling ceremony in the Marvin Center.
A brand – especially a logo –
must be strong enough to serve as
an institution's singular identity. A
rebranding campaign is not an everyday undertaking. The last time
GW touched its visual identity was
in 2002. A logo must withstand
time and represent a school with
diverse interests and people.
The logo released Sunday quite
frankly was not a reflection of a
university looking to move up in
the world of higher education and
level itself with prestigious institutions.
It is disappointing that the new
logo and rebranding effort, led by
two high-profile marketing companies, sacrifices sophistication and
ultimately looks cheap.
We were looking for a logo to
represent an institution trying to
vault up in research rankings.
We were looking for a logo that
could appeal to a diverse student
body.
We were hoping for a logo that
would look collegiate and professional.
And this new logo does not do
any of that. It may have a more
modern feel, but it does not exude
professionalism.
Stylistically, the biggest change
to the logo is its font, which now
looks especially informal.
The University’s intention was
to make the logo more tech-friendly. The new George Washington,
a digital recreation of the bust in
University Yard, is clean, eye-

This new image is not
the logo of a university
that hopes to align itself
with the Ivy League
schools, but rather, the
logo of an institution
that is struggling to
distinguish itself among
a crowded pool of other
universities.
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by Lisa Fischer

Doug Cohen
Senior Columnist

A presidential lesson in relationships

U

catching and easily viewable from
a computer screen – but its casual
tone is out of place at an institution with aspirations of fostering a
higher level of academic rigor.
A logo is not going to boost the
perceived prestige of the University in the same way that increased
undergraduate research and new
facilities can.
This new image is not the logo
of a university that hopes to align
itself with the Ivy League schools,
but rather, the logo of an institution
that is struggling to distinguish itself among a crowded pool of other
universities.
Campus is changing internally
and externally. GW is spending
millions on the construction of a
new Science and Engineering Hall
to strengthen academics, encouraging undergraduates across the
University to conduct research, developing study abroad programs
across the globe and tapping into
alumni resources to help bolster its
endowment.
Several other schools, like Michigan State University and Miami
University of Ohio, hired 160over90
– the same branding agency that
GW brought on to join FutureBrand, the company that managed
marketing for the London 2012
Olympics. MSU paid $478,000 for
its rebranding campaign, according to its student newspaper, The
State News.
GW, though, has repeatedly declined to comment on the price tag
of its rebranding campaign.
Yes, the University is a private
institution, and it is not required to
disclose such information.
But students have the right to
know how tuition dollars invested
in this institution are spent, especially on a two-year effort that
failed to impress.
The GW

A

lot can go wrong in 140
characters.
I am not a Twitter
user myself, but I have
seen others post about their days,
articles they've read or why they
thought U.S. gymnast Gabby
Douglas’ hair was too straight during the Olympics.

ntil I arrived at GW, I
hardly paid attention
to politics at all. I was
always far more concerned with boys.
Four years ago, I tried. But
at was 17, I couldn’t vote and
thought John McCain looked
strikingly similar to Franklin the
Turtle’s grandfather. With three
years in D.C. to my name and
several bizarre dates with political freaks, I've realized there
is actually much to be learned
from politics when it comes to
relationships.
In politics, check-writing –
unlike volunteering or canvassing – is probably the easiest way
to demonstrate your support for
a candidate, aside from voting.
Opensecrets.org reported that
more than $5.8 billion have been
thrown into candidates’ pockets
for the 2012 election.
And while this passive strategy might help a campaign, it
doesn’t work in real relationships. And for those who passively pursue a relationship

Kelsey
Rohwer
Columnist

as though it were a check they
could send in the mail, they’ll
come to find that any chances of
love or happiness fizzle easily.
This election season has also
been extremely negative, and
it’s difficult to recall what candidates stand for in the first place.
But by focusing on the petty
negatives, you miss what’s important. This thought translates
just as easily into relationships.
Try not to dwell on the fact
that the person you are seeing
mispronounces the word “bagel” or that his second toe is
longer than his big one. Small
quirks should not get in the way
of something that has potential.
As voters and as people,
we’ve grown accustomed to
sound bites, assumptions and
generalizations. Whether you’re

trying to familiarize yourself
with a candidate’s budget plan
or getting used to the fact that
your new boyfriend is a morning person, any relationship is
about learning to better understand another individual.
It takes time and patience,
but if you’re willing to put in the
effort, you will learn things about
the other person – and yourself –
that you would not otherwise.
Moreover, the best lesson that
can be extracted from politics is
the importance of acknowledging the other side.
Just because someone wears
the same label as you – or is
from the same political party –
does not mean they’re going to
make you happy. Try breaking
away from your dating type.
Relationships and elections
alike will be more fulfilling if
you consider what’s actually
important before casting your
ballot.
–The writer, a senior majoring
in journalism, is a Hatchet
columnist.

The importance of the ANC for students
While I do appreciate the
kind words spoken about me by
Justin Peligri in his column, “The
dull reality of Foggy Bottom politics” (Aug. 23, p. 4), I must say
I’m disappointed that they take
the tone of condolences.
Peligri correctly notes that
the student population is generally as interested in politics as
they are detached from the politics of their own neighborhood. I
find that to be a disappointment
and something worth challenging, as opposed to a reality we
must be consigned to.
Far from only dealing with
mundane quality-of-life issues, the
ANC deals with a lot of topics that
affect students – albeit often more
indirectly than those that come before the Student Association. That
the ANC, as Peligri notes, “simply
doesn’t represent their needs” is not
a function of the body being incapable of doing so, but rather a natural
outcome of a body that currently
has no student representation.
The campus that we all inter-

Patrick Kennedy
Op-ed

act with today has been shaped
most directly – for better or
worse – by the interplay between
the ANC and the University administration over the past three
decades. Historically, students
have had little to no involvement in that process, because it
wasn’t until 1998 that ANC 2A
saw its first student-commissioner elected.
We have a historic opportunity this fall to elect three current
GW students to the neighborhood’s highest governing body,
alongside two incumbent commissioners that are GW alumni.
The potential for Foggy Bottom
to have five ANC commissioners
– a majority of the commission –
in January that are current or recent GW students is something
that should excite the University
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community.
As for myself, I am most excited about potentially having
the opportunity to serve Foggy
Bottom residents as an effective,
engaged commissioner who represents all of the people in my
district and just happens to be a
student. I am as invested in this
neighborhood as any non-student
resident, and emblematic of that
is my proud service on both the
Student Association Executive
Cabinet and the Foggy Bottom
Association Board of Directors.
Students have a role to play
in making Foggy Bottom a better
place to live, learn and recreate.
While my opponent is correct
that the ANC doesn’t exactly
deal with “sexy” tasks, it also
wouldn't be a “miserable” time
for me either. If it is for him, I’d
be more than happy to relieve
him of his misery Nov. 6.
–Patrick Kennedy is a junior in
the Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences majoring in
political science.

But Twitter and all forms of
social media are inherently dangerous tools. It only takes one erroneous tweet, YouTube video or
Facebook status on the part of a
business employee to seriously
damage the reputation of any institution. And GW is no exception.
GW is working to develop its
own social media policy for its employees, University spokeswoman
Latarsha Gatlin said. And while
it is impossible to prevent small
social media gaffes, steps can be
taken to help mitigate potential
issues at a University with more
than 6,000 employees.
Before you accuse me of needlessly babysitting a set of smart and
capable adults, a review of social media faux-pas demonstrates how easy
it is to misuse these Internet tools.
In 2010, two Domino's Pizza employees posted a video on YouTube
that showed one employee putting
cheese up his nose and then placing
it on a sandwich. During the political upheaval in Egypt last January,
an employee from Kenneth Cole
tweeted that the protesters in Cairo
must be excited because of the new
collection that the company was releasing that spring.
In the case of almost every
fumble, each company was forced
to deal with a public relations mess
that caused irreparable damage to
the business’ brand.
GW's new policy should mandate that all employees using social
media have a disclaimer stating
that they work for the University,
and that any views expressed are
their own and do not necessarily
reflect GW's. For example, Cisco
has a clear description of when it
is necessary for their employees to
identify themselves as part of the
company, and how to attach appropriate disclaimers to their posts.
But besides telling employees
what not to do, GW can also use
this opportunity to demonstrate
how to use social media to promote the University. A report from
the consulting firm the Altimeter
Group stated that “some companies fail to define business objectives for social media...” IBM has a
section of its policy which discusses which social media posts add
value to the entire company. Tufts
University provides pointers about
how to most effectively use social
media, and even includes model
Tweets from Tufts employees. By
illustrating to all employees how
social media can improve the image and messaging of the University, this institution can have a vibrant online presence.
The Altimeter Group stated that,
“written [social media] policy is not
sufficient on its own – companies
must establish a baseline process
to reinforce and update the policy,
as well as train incoming hires.” A
training session could explain to
employees the social media policies, and provide examples of how
employees at other organizations
misused social media as well as the
lessons learned from their mistakes.
GW could also provide updates
and best practice information for social media through email or newsletters, a practice that several companies
have experimented with in the past.
Employees at many companies
are extremely liable to #judgmenterrors when using social media.
Unfortunately, these judgment errors not only affect the individual
involved, but can also have unwanted consequences for the institution that an employee represents.
It only makes sense that the University does all it can to prevent a
social media disaster.
–The writer, a senior majoring in
political science, is a Hatchet Senior
columnist, and former contributing
opinions editor.
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Waterfront eateries
to reopen doors
by julie alderman
Hatchet Staff Writer
More than a year and $10
million later, three restaurants along the Georgetown
waterfront that were battered
by a 10-foot wall of water are
ready to reopen.
After replacing everything from walls and floors
to kitchen equipment, the
owners of Tony and Joe’s
Seafood Place, Nick’s Riverside Grille and Farmers Fishers Bakers said they will welcome back customers in the
coming weeks.
The three businesses are
the last to reopen after the
flooding.
Farmers Fishers Bakers,
formerly Farmers and Fishers, rebuilt from the ground
up after the flood, creating a whole new restaurant
through its $4.5 million redesign. The 340-seat venue
will feature a redesigned
outdoor patio and a new bar,
said Jennifer Loy, director of
marketing and public relations for The Farm, the restaurant’s parent company,
which also owns the Founding Farmers restaurant at
19th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue.
The restaurant will open
in late October, Loy said.
“After the flood, they demolished the entire space,”
Loy said. Everything in the
restaurant started over from
scratch, she said.
While Tony and Joe’s Seafood Place and Nick’s Riverside Grille have served food
from their outdoor patios and
grills for months, neither has

served patrons indoors since
before the flood. Both restaurants, which underwent a
total of $5 million in renovations, will reopen Sept. 1.
The Georgetown waterfront flooding was one
of several incidents around
the District last year caused
by the soggy spring. The
city’s response to the flooding drew criticism when locals learned the waterfront’s
floodwall – typically raised
after concerns of heavy rain
in the District – was not put
into place until hours after
the first floods were reported
near Georgetown.
The Potomac spilled
over at other waterfronts,
like the Tidal Basin, East Potomac Park and Hains Point,
days before.
Five businesses along the
harbor shuttered immediately after the flood. Since then,
MRP Realty invested $20
million in a redesign to bring
shoppers back to the area.
The company has planned a
new fountain that will transform into a 12,000 square
foot ice skating rink – the
largest in the District – slated
to open Dec. 1.
Owner Nicholas Cibel
said he served food from both
restaurants' patios to keep
customers' interest, though at
a “considerable loss” for his
businesses. He kept on just 40
of his 150 employees to run
the patio dining, and says it
was worth it.
“We have been taking
care of people that mean a lot
to us,” Cibel said. “You can’t
measure everything in dollars, I suppose.”

Cibel, who operates both
restaurants with his father
and cousin, said they were
each designed with more
modern looks. Tony and
Joe’s embodies the ambiance of a cruise ship, he said,
while Nick’s will feature a
new concrete bar and sound
system to create a more “vibrant atmosphere.”
He also hired a new executive chef, David Stein, to add
more international flavors to
both menus, like chicken curry and Korean-style beef ribs.
Nick’s is also growing in
size as it acquires space from
the former Mexican restaurant
Cabanas, said Julie Chase, a
spokeswoman for MRP Realty – the company that owns

the waterfront property.
The company has not
yet made a decision on what
restaurant will occupy the
remaining Cabanas space,
Chase said.
The spokeswoman said
she could not comment on
revenue shortfalls for the
businesses. The Hatchet
reported in April, one year
after the flood, that Farmers
and Fishers lost between
$6 million and $7 million
in sales and suffered hundreds of thousands of dollars more in damages.
Greg Casten – the coowner of Nick’s and Tony
and Joe’s – said he could not
quantify the financial losses
of the two restaurants. u
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Restaurants like Tony and Joe’s Seafood Place and Nick’s
Riverside Grille will reopen in the coming weeks, after rain and
wind wreaked havoc on Georgetown's waterfront in April 2011.

'Bystander intervention' added to service day GW cuts back fall

RAM trainings

by chloe sorvino
Assistant News Editor
Instead of picking up
trash or painting murals in
Southeast D.C., about a dozen students will learn signs of
alcohol poisoning and how to
coach a friend into counseling at next month’s Freshman
Day of Service.
For the first time, the service day that normally takes
students cross-town will include on-campus training on
how to help at-risk individuals, particularly those struggling with alcohol, drugs,
mental health problems or
sexual violence.
University staff and peer
educators will run a workshop Sept. 8, role-playing
to demonstrate potentially
harmful social scenarios to
teach freshmen how to become “heroes,” Senior Associate Dean of Students Mark
Levine said.
“It’s an opportunity for
students who may want to
do something on campus, instead of going off campus, to
learn more about what they
can do for the GW community
and really enhance what they
already do to help a friend,”
Levine, who is also the interim director of the University
Counseling Center, said.
“That’s what it means to
be a Colonial, to help someone.” Levine added. “Every
Colonial counts.”
About 12 students have
signed up to participate as
of last week, and 20 more are
registered for the University’s
CPR certification workshop,

by catherine barnao
Hatchet Staff Writer
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While all freshmen traveled across D.C. to perform service projects during Freshman Day of Service last year,
some will take part in bystander intervention training this year instead, learning to help at-risk individuals.

which also took place last year.
All 2,400 freshmen are
expected to attend this year’s
Freshman Day of Service, said
Amy Cohen, executive director of the Center for Civic Engagement and Public Service.
Last year, about 2,000 freshmen volunteered across the
city after attending Freshman
Convocation – a tradition that
will carry on this year.
Tara Pereira, the director
of campus inclusion initiatives and former leader of
judicial operations, helped
create the workshop series
for student organizations that
want their members to be

“good samaritans.” She said
offering this kind of training
to freshmen seemed natural.
“We didn’t want to do
a litter clean up,” Pereira
said. “I mean, that’s important, but we wanted to do
something impactful, and
I think a lot of first year
students are a great target
population to hear those
messages again and to hear
those resources again.”
Pereira has a decade-long
background in the Center for
Alcohol and Other Drugs,
the University’s drug and alcohol education organization
which hosts the bystander in-

tervention workshops, called
Every
Colonial
Counts,
throughout the year.
“This service that is done
by our students doesn’t necessarily have to be trackable
by hours. It can be much
more of those little moments,” Pereira said.
Several departments and
student organizations collaborated on the creation
of the program, including
UCC, CADE, GW’s Impact
on Substance Education, and
the Active Minds, Health
Outreach Peer Educators
and Students Against Sexual
Assault. u

At nursing school, a push to diversify hospital staffs
by cory weinberg
Campus News Editor
Before enrolling in the
School of Nursing this semester, Rebecca Shasanmi
worked in a communitybased health center in North
Philadelphia, where half the
population is black and the
area is poverty-stricken.
She said she picked GW’s
nursing school after reading
on its website that it emphasized diversity and wanted to
close the gap between white
and minority nurses – a commitment it is redoubling starting this fall through mentorship and recruitment.
“As a student, you want to
go someplace where you’re not
going to just be learning from
top people in the field, but
where you get mentorship,”
said Shasanmi, a 28-year-old
who was born in Nigeria.
The nursing school will
run a full court press this fall to
diversify its student body, using federal grant money to add
scholarships, develop a marketing campaign and mobilize
faculty mentors and alumni.
The University’s newest
and smallest school wants to
play its part in a national effort

to change the look of a workforce that is short on Hispanic
and black nurses, the school's
dean Jean Johnson said.
After earning a three-year,
nearly $1 million grant from
the U.S. Health Resources and
Services Administration in
July, administrators are drawing up a plan to turn dollars
into results.
“There is a commitment
not only by us but nursing and
health professionals in general
to diversify the workforce,”
said Johnson, who has led the
school since it opened its doors
in 2010. “We have work to do.
We believe that probably the
nursing workforce should reflect what the population at
large looks like.”
To lure students into the
school that included 2.8 percent Hispanic and 11.4 percent
black students last year, the
school will advertise in minority-targeted media and reach
out to students in community
colleges, nursing professor and
program director of the grant
Ellen Dawson said.
The school will widen
offerings for its pre-professional “boot camp,” adding a
program component that prepares nurses whose second

language is English.
The school will also add
a new faculty member to focus on diversity issues and
run its mentorship program
this year, the cost of whom is
covered by the grant. Professors will also go through a
national program geared toward improving the “cultural
competency” of health care
professionals, Dawson said.
“We will be able to speak
to students with knowledge
about what they may be going
through,” Dawson said. “We
know students from some cultures may not be willing to tell
you when they’re in trouble,
and how we can help. So it’s
going to start with the faculty.”
About 5 percent of nurses
in the U.S. are black and 3.6
percent are Hispanic – vastly
lower than these groups’ national makeup according to
census figures, a 2008 federal
study shows.
So pressure is on for nursing schools to reverse the
trend, Johnson said. Doctors
and nurses who do not understand cultural differences
often under-serve minority
patients and are not focused
on health disparities between
ethnicities, she added. Multi-

ple studies over the past two
decades from medical schools
at University of Washington
and Johns Hopkins University have shown that minority
patients often have low trust
in their physicians.
The grant provides more
than a half-million dollars
in scholarship and stipend
money, but administrators
are strategizing how to recruit
and retain minority students
for its online programs and
15-month bachelor’s program
on the Virginia Science and
Technology Campus.
Celia Besore, executive director and CEO of the National
Association of Hispanic Nurses, said mentorship is crucial to
retaining minority students. A
study by the nonprofit found
last year that nearly threequarters of Hispanic nurses
say competing family obligations hurt their professional aspirations, and that lack of time
and money squeezed them out
of the field.
“People enter in the school,
but they don’t graduate, or in a
few years they’re out of the profession. They should be built
in a network of people where
they feel they have a support
system,” Besore said. u

Students required to
earn Responsible Alcohol
Management certification
will have three weeks after
classes start to complete
the training with the Center for Alcohol and other
Drug Education this year.
And for members of
the Greek life community,
many of whom are required to be RAM-trained,
the training sessions will
end before recruitment
does.
Instead of holding several sessions each week
throughout the year, CADE
will offer six RAM training
sessions starting this week
and ending Oct. 3.
Fraternity pledge classes will be solidified Oct.
5, while recruitment for
Panhellenic
Association
groups ends Oct. 9.
Any organization that
hosts events with alcohol
must ensure that at least
one Responsible Alcohol
Manager is present for every 20 attendees.
Some fraternities, including Pi Kappa Alpha,
Tau Kappa Epsilon and
Kappa Alpha Order, require all members to get
RAM trained, and sororities, including Chi Omega,
Sigma Delta Tau, Kappa
Kappa Gamma and Pi Beta
Phi, require their members
to be trained before attending formals or crush parties.
“Having to wait a semester seems a bit unnecessary and delays crucial
education,” Jeffrey Allen,
president of Tau Kappa
Epsilon, said in an email.
“Holding RAM training
before fall recruitment
doesn’t allow incoming
students the necessary
time to find out what RAM
training is and why it is so
important.”
Director of Greek Life
Christina Witkowicki said
the office was looking to
add a few sessions later
in October but did not say
when they would be or how
many would be added.

“Not all of our new
members are trained during their first semester
of membership anyway.
Many of the organizations
do wait until the spring
semester or the second semester to have them go
through training, so I’m
not sure it’s going to impact them much at all,”
Witkowicki said.
For Kappa Delta – GW’s
newest chapter that will
hold recruitment from Oct.
25 to Oct. 29 – this means a
pledge class with no RAM
trained individuals, unless
they were previously certified.
The
new
training
schedule is one of several
changes to the Responsible Alcohol Management
program this fall led by
CADE’s associate director,
Alexis Janda, who arrived
on campus in January.
Janda said she wanted
CADE to more efficiently
meet the needs of the 600
to 700 students who walk
through their doors each
semester looking to get
trained.
With so many opportunities to get certified,
Janda said events would
see small – and sometimes
nonexistent – turnouts at
the sessions.
“It’s a bit of a drain on
resources, so we were trying to focus the efforts and
get people to attend the
sessions that we’re going
to have scheduled,” Janda
said.
Trainings will now be
administered directly by
Janda and two graduate
students, Chrissy Batterson and Maggie Goddard
– a change from previous
semesters, when GWise
peer educators oversaw
sessions.
Organizations that are
put on probation for alcohol-related offenses are
normally required to RAM
train all of their members, which Janda said she
would negotiate on a caseby-case basis with the organization and the Office
of Student Rights and Responsibilities. u

"Having to wait a semester
seems a bit unnecessary and
delays crucial education."
Jeffrey Allen

President of Tau Kappa Epsilon
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Events off the Foggy Bottom Campus

Y La Bamba

The Hamilton
Aug. 27
$17.50

H

Yoga in the park
Dupont Circle
Aug. 29, 6:30 p.m.
Free

Liquoring up on a low dime

L

ast year, our lovely Bar
Belle reviewed bars across
the District, and – being
the classy broad she is – visited
some pretty upscale establishments. But she has graduated
and left our pages, and I – the
Bar Bro – will find every bar in
this city where you can drink
on the cheap side, for less than
$10 a cocktail.
hatchet file photo

A

t one point or another, you
get that feeling in the pit of
your stomach.
You get dressed up, do
a few shots at the pregame, find out
where everyone’s going and you think
to yourself: I can’t afford to drink with
these people.
We all know that girl who exclusively buys Grey Goose Vodka, or that kid
who banks on bottle service at the club.
And they’re fun to party with.
But if you’re like me, you wake up
the next morning with a hangover – and
an empty wallet.
I’m here to help.
You’re not always going to be able to
drag your friends to, say, a grimy pool
hall in Columbia Heights. In these cases,
a pregame becomes crucial.
A successful – and by that, I mean
cheap, yet effective – pregame depends
largely on your liquor store shopping
habits. Luckily, I’ve done your homework for you.
Below is the Bar Bro’s guide to Foggy
Bottom liquor stores and their most costeffective products.
I urge you to drink responsibly.
And remember, don’t be classless –
just low class.

Columbia Plaza
506 23rd St.
The lowdown: The Market at Co-

lumbia Plaza is the most popular student spot due to its extensive collection
of wine and spirits and its proximity to
upperclassman dorms. It offers a full
spectrum of cheap beer, from your typical fraternity fare – its 30-racks of Keystone and Natty are the cheapest on cam-

pus – to local delicacy Natty Boh.

For the truly degenerate: Colum-

bia Plaza is the only liquor store on campus that offers MD 20/20. Affectionately
dubbed “Mad Dog” by devotees, this
fortified wine packs a serious wallop.
Forget Four Loko – one bottle of Mad
Dog will have you set for the night at just
over $4. Try the “Orange Jubilee” flavor,
reminiscent of Tang that was left out in
the sun for about a week. Serve cold.

“20th and I”
1926 I St.
The lowdown: Officially called Pan

Mar Liquor, this liquor store remains the
go-to for those living on the eastern side
of campus. For those of you who haven’t
been there in a few years: It's gotten nicer on the inside, and the staff is still as
friendly as ever.

For the true degenerate: Nothing
here is particularly cheap. A bottle of
Odesse Vodka is reasonable at $13.99, and
the selection of high school-favorite Burnett’s is offered at an impressive $14.99
a bottle. For the truly brave, a bottle of
Everclear is $15.99. Combined with powdered Gatorade, it should make enough
“Everlade” to satisfy an entire party.

“Riverside”
2123 E St.
The lowdown: With its red neon
signs and its location next to the 24-hour
CVS, Riverside Liquors certainly looks
like the seediest liquor store on cam-

pus. But don’t let that fool you – this is
a classy joint. The staff is knowledgeable
about the store’s selection of fine wines,
and as I learned, many visitors pay their
fine wine prices. However, I cannot be
seen at a store that charges $70 for a keg
of Keystone Light.

For the true degenerate: No Foggy
Bottom liquor vendor sells 40s. It has
been one of the great tragedies of my collegiate drinking career. Riverside has the
next closest thing. Pick up a two-pack of
24-ounce bottles of Icehouse beer ($4).

The Cheapest of the Cheap
Don’t want to spend time shopping around and taking in the
ambiance at these liquor stores? The Bar Bro’s got you covered
with his list of the cheapest options for every class of drinker.

The frat star: Buy a 30-rack of Natural Light at Columbia Plaza. At $12.99, it’s the cheapest on campus.
The (sketchy) frat star: Jungle Juice is a one-stop shopping experience at Columbia Plaza, with a handle of Everclear ($31.99) and a number of mixers – 64-ounce fruit punch
and orange juice ($3.99 each) and two-liter Sprite ($2.64).
The Biddie: Columbia Plaza also has the cheapest bot-

FoBoGro &
Whole Foods Market

tom-shelf vodka. Pick your poison with Zelco or Velicoff
(both $12.99).

2140 F St. & 2221 I St.

The Mix-and-matcher: Whole Foods Market and Trader Joe's offer a selection of single beers (ranging from $1.49 to
$2.99). Pay a la carte and assemble your perfect six-pack.

The lowdown: It’s no secret that the

The Oenophile: Three Wishes is $3 at Whole Foods
Market. The Merlot is the tastiest.

grocery stores on campus are offensively
expensive, but that doesn’t mean they
don’t serve their purpose if you’re willing to shell out. They are the only places
where you can buy beer or wine on Sunday – an important distinction for those
of us planning to enjoy the upcoming
football season.
Plus, FoBoGro is the only source
of booze on campus past 10 p.m. – it's
open until midnight. Bring cash or credit
though – you can’t buy alcohol using
your GWorld.

For the true degenerate: Skip FoBo-

Gro’s “5 Buck Tizzy,” and opt for a bottle
of Three Wishes at Whole Foods. Not
only is Three Wishes offered in a greater
variety of grapes, but it is also $2 cheaper and doesn’t taste like Manischewitz
mixed with Kool Aid.

The Bum Wine-o-phile: I can’t stress the virtues of
Mad Dog enough. Go to Columbia Plaza.

The Keg Stander: If you absolutely must, Riverside
Liquors is the only store that sells kegs – for a walletdenting $70.

The Mini Keg-Stander: For the diminutive kegger,
FoBoGro sells a five-liter keg of Rogue Yellow Snow beer
for $29.99.

The Allergic: Whole Foods Market offers a comprehensive gluten-free section that includes hard ciders like
Jack’s ($8.99 for a six pack) and gluten-free beers like
Omission ($9.99 for a six pack).
The Thurstonite: 20th and I might be nearby, but
there is no other reason to go there. Walk the extra blocks,
save some money and burn off some of that freshman 15.

GW Veterans looks to expand presence
by karolina ramos
Contributing Editor
After years of active duty, some former
soldiers are confronting the challenges of an
entirely different ground: college.
The number of veterans under the Post
9/11 GI Bill, which helps returning soldiers
pay tuition, is expected to cross the 1,000
mark this fall, president of GW Veterans
Tommy Davis said.
In 2008, the number of students at GW
under the bill was 350. Last year, that number
surged to 950.
“GW Vets has increased its programming to make sure that not only does each
veteran or dependent receive as much information about GW as possible, but that
the GW community also becomes aware of
the large amount of vets and military brats
on campus this year,” Garrett Hoppin, the
group's outreach coordinator, said.
As the student veteran population grows,
GW Veterans plans to expand its presence and
form ties within the District, including those
with non-military organizations, by incorporating activities ranging from planting trees to
participating in races.
For the upcoming school year, Davis created executive board positions specifically for
service and outreach.
GW became a participant in the Post 9/11
GI Bill in 2008. A year later, the University
embraced the Yellow Ribbon Program, offering substantial financial support to matriculating military veterans who served in active
duty for at least a year and a half after Sept. 11,

2001. For private institutions, including GW,
funding caps at $18,770.
“We’re trying to focus more on showing
the public the effects that veterans can have in
community service projects,” Hodge said.
“We want to be able to give back to the
University – to contribute our life experiences,
our work ethic and our leadership ability, and
give that back,” Davis added.
To foster relationships between student
veterans and their campus peers, Davis said
he is advocating for military affinity housing,
an option which he hopes can ease the transition to college for veterans who are eager for a
taste of dorm life.
“As a freshman, let’s say in Thurston
Hall, everybody’s friends with everybody.
Everyone’s door is open. [As] veterans, we
never had that experience,” Robert Hodge,
a graduate representative for GW Veterans,
said. “[GW Vets] helps [veterans] break into
the social scene and realize that someone is
here for them.”
Expanding volunteer service efforts benefits not only GW and local communities, but
the veterans themselves, Davis said. As former
military lieutenants and sergeants assimilate
into campus life as ordinary students, many
face challenges of integration.
“Most [veterans] come as transfer students. They don’t know anybody. That’s how
people drop out, and they don’t become stationary,” Davis said. “[It’s difficult] to come
back and be a regular person again, especially
when you come to a university where you’re
surrounded by teenagers and kids in their early 20s. It’s hard to find common ground.”

hatchet file photo

Then-freshman veteran Tommy Davis talks with fellow volunteers at Veterans Day of Service project
at Zion Baptist Church in April.

Davis hopes to solidify relationships
between veterans and fellow pupils by
increasing student outreach, even spearheading a veterans-focused orientation this
September. The forum will feature an organization fair to introduce veterans to oncampus groups as they forge relationships
beyond the military sphere.

The University is ranked No. 16 on Military Times EDGE magazine's list of militaryfriendly universities.
“I don’t think any school can call themselves military friendly without participating
in the Yellow Ribbon Program,” Davis said. “I
think GW has the capability to lead in terms of
their support for veterans.” u
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LOGO
from p. 1
people, as Knapp spoke about
the new design.
The audience paused, holding back its reaction. Students’
hesitation seemed to indicate a
question rippling through the
room: “Is that it?”
Vice President of External
Relations Lorraine Voles called
student reaction positive.
“Free food, free T-shirts and
a movie,” she said. “They loved
it.”
But as students got up from
their seats and swarmed to a
table of empanadas, CapMac
pasta and tater tots, the reviews
began.
“I don’t really find it that
revolutionary,” said freshman
Katie Cann, while another
freshman attendee, Ellie Davis,
said, “For the hype, it really isn’t
worth it.”
A Hatchet poll of 122 indi-

Provost
from p. 1
“He was brought in to build
an undergraduate population
and an undergraduate community, and now that that’s here,
that’s thriving,” an employee
who has served under both administrations said, on the condition of anonymity to speak
more candidly about internal
discussions.
When Trachtenberg bowed
out in 2007, the University ushered in an era of academics with
the inauguration of Knapp, a
literary scholar who was the
provost at Johns Hopkins University.
Since Lerman, MIT’s former vice chancellor and dean
for graduate education, arrived
in Foggy Bottom two years ago,
the University has pushed forward mammoth academic projects like the $275 million Science
and Engineering Hall, a $16 million Gelman Library renovation
and a $14 million investment in
academic programs in the GW

HIRING
from p. 1
opportunity to hire faculty
one tier higher than they
were able to,” Thornton said.
She said GW will reap its
hiring benefit years down the
road, as the top young professors it hires now become rooted in D.C. with their families.
“If George Washington
uses this as an opportunity
to hire faculty they wouldn’t
otherwise have a shot at,
when the economy recovers
in two to three years, they’ll
stay at GW and not want to
move,” she said.
The Columbian College
of Arts and Sciences has led
the way in bulking up its
full-time professorial staff,
adding 22 new positions over
the last five years. In 2001,
the Board of Trustees poured
$5.3 million over five years
into hiring research-oriented
faculty.
Anthony Yezer, who directs the University’s Center
for Economic Research and
helps hire faculty in the economics department, said GW
tries to use the handicap it
has over its public counterparts to its advantage. With
budget shortfalls skyrocketing into the billions in states
like Florida, California and
Wisconsin, the plight of public universities is likely to
continue, he said.
“We can scare people
with the likely future for
public universities that even
if you’re getting a slightly
better deal [from them] now,
what is it going to be like later? They come up for tenure
in five to six years, and they
have to worry what the situation is going to be in Califor-

News
viduals across campus showed
dozens of students were largely
uninterested in the logo redesign.
Sophomore Jennifer Hamilton said her first reaction was to
wonder how much the project
cost.
“I would just really like to
know how much of our tuition
went into this process," she
said.
Other organizations and
companies that hired the same
high-profile firms, FutureBrand
and 160over90, for rebranding
work paid top dollar for new logos. The University has repeatedly declined to release the cost
of the rebranding campaign.
Michigan State University
paid 160over90 $478,000 for its
rebranding effort in 2010, according to its student newspaper, The State News.
–Julie Alderman, Pavan
Jagannathan, Karolina Ramos,
Josh Perlman, Kierran Petersen
and Chloe Sorvino contributed to
this report.
School of Business and the Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences.
With Chernak’s departure
this summer, the provost called
together the offices now in his
realm to lay out a vision for
melding student and academic
programs.
“He came in, took his jacket
off, rolled his sleeves...and said,
‘This is where we’re going,’”
the employee said, adding that
talks of strengthening academics have been the buzz among
leaders on the lower rungs of
GW as well – all looking to
“change a culture” under the
school’s new leadership.
As administrators gear up
for thestrategic plan's release in
October, outlining 10 years of
academic and research goals,
Associate Provost and Dean of
Student Affairs Peter Konwerski
said more academic programming is a “natural progression."
“Students come here with
real passion for issues," he said.
"It’s an important thing for us to
be talking about."
–Priya Anand
contributed to this report.
nia and Illinois and Michigan
then,” Yezer said. “We try to
terrify them with the future.
This is economics. This is not
a lie or deception.”
The School of Engineering and Applied Science and
the School of Public Health
and Health Sciences have
also executed aggressive hiring plans as both schools
prepare to move into more
expensive buildings. Each
school usually covers salaries
and benefits for professors
out of its budget, with approval for new tenured professors by the provost’s office
and the Board of Trustees.
Professors at universities
across the country are delaying retirements to ride out
a poor economy, tightening
up colleges’ budgets to add
younger professors with new
research ambition. Many
hires replace faculty who retire or leave the University,
but GW is also adding new
positions.
While the University has
offered buyouts over the last
three years, with 23 professors taking sweetened retirement deals in the Columbian
College and the engineering
school, physics department
chair Allena Opper said new
faculty are not only replacing
retirees.
GW has also been able
to offer higher salaries to assistant professors than some
its privately funded counterparts like Vanderbilt and
Tuft. The average salary at
GW for assistant professors,
the title most young faculty
assume, has grown 12.1 percent since 2008, a faster pace
than eight of its 14 market
basket schools, which are all
private.
–Cory Weinberg
contributed to this report.

WEST END
from p. 1
which will merge West End,
Schenley and Crawford halls.
About a year ago, Barnhart said, the University offered to shift him into another
on-campus residence hall but
keep his $709-a-month fixed
rent. Unsatisfied with the
idea of moving into a JBKO
double – a much smaller than
his West End room – and unsure why he was being asked
to move, Barnhart decided to
stay put.
He said he has been distrustful of the University
since 2006, when his 27-year
career as an adjunct professor ended after his division
in the art department dissolved. Barnhart was vague
about the dismissal, but said
he was the only employee let
go in the process.
On June 28, he found an
eviction letter tacked to his
front door.
GW will take Barnhart to
court Sept. 5 to justify handing him a removal notice that

did not disclose a reason.
Last year, the University
earned an exemption from
city rules that require landlords to give tenants a reason
for eviction in The West End,
because the building mainly
houses students.
“All I’m doing is evoking
my rights as a citizen. I have
a right to contest,” Barnhart
said, adding that he will also
fight the fairness of the exemption.
The
eviction
notice
stated that his “month to
month lease is terminable
on 30-day’s notice from the
Landlord,” according to
court documents.
“Because they are so
powerful in the city, I believe,
they can do what they want,
so now I don’t have quite the
bargaining power that I had
as a tenant before,” Barnhart
said, adding that he learned
of the plan to build the new
residence hall through a
Hatchet article – not GW.
He is now pushing for the
University to relocate him to
a room at Columbia Plaza,
the 2440 Virginia Ave. apartment complex that houses
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some graduate and law students. He called the potential
room at JBKO a “dump.”
Barnhart enjoyed living
with students for the last
three decades, but said he
is worried his belongings
would get damaged if students accidentally tripped
a residence hall's sprinkler
system.
“I’m around students all
the time, and I don’t mind it
at all. For the most part, students have been wonderful,”
the part-time professor at
Georgetown and American
universities said. “One of
my concerns is the value of
everything that’s here, and I
want to protect it."
When asked about Barnhart's claims that he was not
told about the construction
project, University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard
declined to comment, citing
the University’s policy of
not commenting on pending litigation.
Sherrard also declined to
comment on the total number of tenants who were relocated in preparation for
impending
construction.

Barnhart said he knew at
least two other non-student
residents who chose to relocate from The West End to
JBKO when offered the option last year.
Dennis Taylor, general
counsel in D.C.'s Office of
the Tenant Advocate, said
a judge would consider
whether or not GW can legally remove Barnhart from
his apartment.
“The Court will be looking for the legal sufficiency
of that Notice,” Taylor said in
an email, meaning the University will have to prove it
has the authority to kick him
out of his room. “If legal sufficiency is not found, no eviction will take place.”
Barnhart knows he will
have to move from his home
of 31 years. The only questions remaining are: to where
and when?
"I’m an adjunct professor,
I’m on social security and I
don’t make a lot of money.
Sometimes I make money
printing for artists and sometimes I don’t," he said. "That’s
a very iffy market, so my finances are limited." u
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The minute of play when junior Tyler
Ranalli scored the game-winning goal
for the men's soccer team.

men's soccer | GW 1, LIU 0

Colonials start season with thrilling overtime win
by mary ellen mcintire
Hatchet Staff Writer

''

Craig Jones’ first victory as head
coach was the sort of win that causes
even the most experienced of coaches
to lose their breath.
It wasn’t a blowout on either side
of the ball, but was instead a tight, dramatic game that provided a glimpse
of GW’s resilience in an exhausting
double overtime bout. The Colonials
beat the LIU Brooklyn Blackbirds by
just a single goal, 1-0, in their first game
of the season, on a game-winner that
came in the 107th minute of play.
Junior co-captain Tyler Ranalli netted the goal, his first game-winning
tally as a Colonial, sliding in a rebound
off sophomore Joe Holleran’s shot to
earn GW the victory.
“I saw the ball come off the keeper,
and you just react and hope it goes in.
You have the confidence it goes in. I
mean, you don’t really think, you just
do it,” Ranalli said.
A physical first half sent senior
co-captain Seth Rudolph to the bench
with an injury just minutes after the
game began. The tone of the half remained contentious, with both teams
jockeying for position and disagreeing with calls.
That tone continued – and it
stalled play.
During the first, the Colonials
managed just two shots on net, and the
Blackbirds only three. GW goalkeeper
Alejandro Almodovar made the only
save of the half.
Almodovar, a senior co-captain,
said that though the Colonials started
the game slowly, they were able to
refocus during the break, returning
to the pitch with renewed energy. Rudolph returned to play after the break
and brought an energy that galvanized
the rest of his team.
GW had five opportunities in
the second half – the game remained
deadlocked at the break – and play
entered sudden death overtime. It
necessitated unflinching presence in
the net from Almodovar.
“My main thing is to stay focused,
and make sure I’m really talking to my
back line, making sure they’re staying
focused. It’s a long game, and it’s easy
to get distracted, especially going into
overtime,” Almodovar said.
During the first overtime period,

I mean, you don't really
think, you just do it.

''

Tyler Ranalli
Forward
Men's soccer

ashley lucas | contributing photo editor

Men's soccer senior Seth Rudolph charges down the field against LIU Friday. Rudolph briefly left the game in the first half but returned to inject some energy later in the game.

LIU had three shots on net, while the
Colonials only shot once. Almodovar
had impressive saves, leaping into the
air to halt the path of the ball and keep
his team in the game.
In the second overtime period, the
Colonials once again had fewer shots
than the Blackbirds, but Holleran was
able to take advantage of an opening
from the left side. The LIU goalkeeper
couldn’t contain Holleran’s shot, and
it ricocheted to Ranalli, who slotted it
past the Blackbirds’ keeper.
“It was a good first, real pre-sea-

son game, especially for a lot of our
younger guys,” Rudolph said. “To
go through a tough battle, going into
overtime, and they came through today, and got a W.”
Rudolph and Ranalli were quick
to emphasize the Colonials’ chemistry,
calling the team a family on and off the
field. But the captains recognize that
GW is also a young and somewhat inexperienced team. With support from
their coaching staff, and the kind of effort they put in against LIU, the team
can be successful, they believe.

While Jones agrees, he also points
to the particular challenge GW’s schedule will pose for the team this year. The
Colonials will see a lot of weekends
with two matches scheduled, playing
on Fridays and having to turn around
quickly for Sunday matches. That kind
of rigorous season, Jones said, emphasizes the importance of keeping his
team fit and healthy.
“For us, it’s just trying to keep
building on what we do each week.
You know, improve by a little every
game and hopefully keeping the

volleyball | Northern iowa 3, gw 0

guys fit,” Jones said.
The Colonials next take on
George Mason Thursday, but they’re
already thinking ahead to conference competition.
After placing second in the A-10
championship last season and falling
in a frustrating overtime loss, the team
wants a chance to avenge its loss and
claim the title this season.
“For the whole group, within
some of their individual goals, I
think everybody has that down as
our aim,” Jones said. u

women's soccer | GMU 2, GW 1

Colonials fall to
District rival

by jake deitcher
Hatchet Staff Writer

and it’s a shame to lose, but the
result was still encouraging,”
Barnes said. “And when you
are on someone else’s turf, it’s
always tough, but we can build
off of the final 45 minutes.”
Moya’s goal was the first
GW tally of the season. Last
year, the Colonials struggled
to produce goals, making it
crucial for the team to improve upon their offensive
consistency this year.

''
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Volleyball head coach Amanda Ault, center, coaches her team through a timeout last season. GW lost three matches over the weekend.

GW drops first three matches of year
by nicholas ong
Hatchet Staff Writer
The Colonials' opening weekend
stood in stark contrast to their recent history of early season success.
After a 2011 campaign that saw a
10-0 beginning and a return to the A-10
tournament for the first time since
2008, a 0-3 start didn’t seem to be in the
cards for 2012.
But following a 3-1 loss to Pittsburgh
Friday, the team concluded play in the
Mortar Board Invitational with additional
losses to No. 9 Purdue and No. 21 Northern Iowa, both in straight sets.
“This weekend opened some things
up for us,” second year head coach
Amanda Ault said. “It showed our weaknesses and some things that we really
need to key in on and focus on this week
in practice and moving forward.”
In Friday’s game against Pittsburgh,
the team’s rustiness showed. The third
set proved to be the most competitive between the Panthers and Colonials, with
each team posting their highest hitting
percentages – .419 and .333 respectively –
for the match. The Panthers, though, were
able to grab the momentum and the set at
25-21. In what became the deciding fourth
set, GW stumbled as the team suffered 10
attack errors on its way to a 17-25 defeat.
“Off the bat, we just didn’t feel very

comfortable. We didn’t get into a rhythm
early,” Ault said. “Our newcomers were
nervous, and our returners didn’t step up
and make them feel comfortable.”
GW started three freshmen in the
match, suiting up Maddy Doyle, Margarethe Skjelbred and redshirt Jessica Lubic.
Doyle finished with five kills and a matchhigh 17 digs, while Skjelbred contributed
another two kills.
Lubic had her best game of the tournament in the opener, posting 32 assists
and five points for the match. She took
over as setter this year for two-year starter Katie Crosby, who finished last season
ranked fourth in the conference with
10.19 assists per set. But throwing a new
setter into the lineup is difficult for the
Colonials, Ault emphasized, and is going to require heavy concentration Lubic
and the rest of the team.
“Everything’s being thrown at her at
once,” said Ault. “She needs to learn her
hitters, and she needs to figure out their
strengths and what situations to put them
in. It’s just something that’s gonna take a
little more time.”
GW once again fell victim to attack errors against Purdue Saturday, 18 in total.
And the Boilermakers’ offense couldn’t
be slowed down, hitting .688 in the first
set, with 11 kills and no errors in route to
a 25-12 victory. They ultimately clinched
the match in straight sets.

As Ault pointed out, GW was able
to put good swings on the ball, but its
lack of shots falling in hurt the team’s
confidence.
“We didn’t have the ability to shake
things off and forget about it,” Ault said.
“We would kind of let them grow, and
that’s when those mini runs would happen against us, so then the game would
just be broken up a little bit more.”
GW had their best chance at salvaging
the weekend in their final game against
Northern Iowa. Despite losing in straight
sets 14-25, 12-25, and 18-25, the Colonials
swung their highest percentage of the
tournament, .155, and sophomore Kelsey
Newman hit a team-high .412 with eight
kills. Also showing signs of better things
to come was junior Taylor Knox, who finished with seven kills and was named to
the All-Tournament team.
Ault isn’t very surprised. After success last year, she purposefully worked
to design a tougher schedule for the 2012
season, confident in her team’s ability to
learn and grow.
“We understand that these next
three weeks before A-10 start are important for us,” Ault said. “Yeah we started
off 0-3, but we’re figuring each other
out, we’re figuring out what we need to
work on and the girls understand that
these weeks are gonna be tough and
that we have to get after it.” u

After being shut out in their
opening match against Georgetown, the Colonials headed to a
second District rival seeking a
chance to reclaim the opening
tone of their season.
But the contest against
George Mason would prove to
be a test of GW’s skill on the
pitch, as they sqaured off against
a Patriots squad that
opened with a crushing
offensive salvo.
Ultimately, the ColoEveryone wants to win,
nials (0-2) fell to George
Mason 2-1. The Patriots
but we are looking at
repeatedly tested freshman goalkeeper Nicole
this as a process.
Fasano during the first
45 minutes of play.
sarah barnes
The Colonials were
able to muster only a
Head coach
single shot attempt in
Women's soccer
the first half, and the
Patriots challenged with
11 shots, in addition to
seven corner kicks.
“In the first half, we didn’t
Keeping confidence up will
do a good job of being orga- be key for the Colonials, Moya
nized, and we struggled at get- said, especially after a frustratting the ball from their offense ing opening two matches.
and getting it to our offense,”
“After that difficult first
head coach Sarah Barnes said. half, we remained positive
“But we stayed strong and heading into the second half.
played well in the second half.” We know that with a new
GW began the second half coach and new players we
aggressively. Juniors Alex Neal are going through a transition
and Jane Wallis led the attack period, but we will get betduring a stretch where the Co- ter,” Moya said. “Starting in
lonials took four shots in just the next couple of games, and
six minutes. Attempting nine especially in conference play,
shots total in the second, the we will have to show that we
Colonials held the Patriots to have gotten better.”
six but struggled to find the
The Colonials will look to
back of the net.
carry their offensive momenIn the final minute of tum from Friday’s second half
play, Neal drew a foul from into the Sept. 1 game against
the George Mason defense. Columbia, the first game of the
The foul gave GW a penalty DC Invitational.
kick attempt, which senior
Play is set to begin at 1 p.m.,
forward Adriana Moya took when the Colonials will play for
and converted.
their first win of the season.
But Moya’s score could
“Everyone wants to win,
not muster enough of a rally but we are looking at this as
for victory, and George Mason a process,” Barnes said. “We
prevailed 2-1. Barnes, however, don’t want or like for our team
said she saw her team respond- to have growing pains, but
ed after a frustrating first half growing pains are realistic.
to stick with the game until its Our early season games are
final minute.
there to get us experience and
“The game was a tale of two confidence as we get prepared
halves. We never want to lose, for conference play.” u
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